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Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) are ligand-
gated ion channels that mediate chemical communi-
cation between neurons at synapses. A variant iGluR
subfamily, the Ionotropic Receptors (IRs), was
recently proposed to detect environmental volatile
chemicals in olfactory cilia. Here, we elucidate how
these peripheral chemosensors have evolved mech-
anistically from their iGluR ancestors. Using a
Drosophila model, we demonstrate that IRs act in
combinations of up to three subunits, comprising
individual odor-specific receptors and one or two
broadly expressed coreceptors. Heteromeric IR
complex formation is necessary and sufficient for
trafficking to cilia and mediating odor-evoked elec-
trophysiological responses in vivo and in vitro. IRs
display heterogeneous ion conduction specificities
related to their variable pore sequences, and diver-
gent ligand-binding domains function in odor recog-
nition and cilia localization. Our results provide
insights into the conserved and distinct architecture
of these olfactory and synaptic ion channels and
offer perspectives into the use of IRs as genetically
encoded chemical sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid, specific, and versatile communication between cells and
between individuals relies principally on chemical signals.
External molecular cues are usually recognized by dedicated
cell surface-receptor proteins that can trigger changes in gene
expression, physiology, or behavior of both cells and organisms.
In nervous systems, intercellular communication occurs
between neurons at synapses. Diffusible neurotransmitters are
released from presynaptic cell termini in response to action
potentials and recognized by receptor proteins in postsynaptic44 Neuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.cell membranes to induce neuronal depolarization and con-
tinued propagation of action potentials.
One of the best characterized synaptic communication
mechanisms is that mediated by the neurotransmitter glutamate
and ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs), which underly most
excitatory neurotransmission in the mammalian central nervous
system (Gereau and Swanson, 2008). iGluRs are ligand-gated
ion channels comprising an extracellular ‘‘Venus fly-trap’’
ligand-binding domain (LBD) that undergoes conformational
changes upon association with glutamate to open a transmem-
brane channel pore (Mayer, 2006; Sobolevsky et al., 2009).
Several iGluR classes have been defined, including AMPA,
Kainate, and NMDA receptors, which assemble into subfamily-
specific heteromeric complexes with unique signaling properties
in postsynaptic membranes (Gereau and Swanson, 2008).
iGluRs are structurally and functionally conserved in most
animals (Tikhonov and Magazanik, 2009), reflecting their funda-
mental role in synaptic communication.
Nervous systems are also responsible for detecting myriad
volatile chemicals in the environment (Ache and Young, 2005).
Odor detection is mediated by large divergent repertoires of
olfactory receptors, which localize to the ciliated dendritic
endings of olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) (Touhara and Vos-
shall, 2009). In most animals, the vast majority of OSNs express
a single odorant receptor (OR) gene, which defines the selectivity
of OSN responses to odor stimuli (Fuss and Ray, 2009). Verte-
brate ORs are G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and signal
through intracellular second messengers to depolarize OSNs
(Spehr and Munger, 2009).
We recently described a novel family of olfactory receptors
called the Ionotropic Receptors (IRs) (Benton et al., 2009). In
contrast to other receptor repertoires, IRs represent a highly
divergent subfamily of iGluRs that is present across the proto-
stome branch of the animal kingdom (Croset et al., 2010). Anal-
ysis of IR expression in the principal olfactory organ (antenna) of
the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, revealed complex combi-
natorial expression patterns, with individual OSNs expressing 2
to 5 distinct IR genes (Benton et al., 2009). IRs concentrate in
olfactory cilia and not at synapses, and misexpression of IRs in
other (IR-containing) neurons is sufficient to confer novel odor
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directly in odor detection (Benton et al., 2009).
The IRs define an intriguing molecular parallel between the
chemical communication mechanisms occurring between
neurons at synapses and between the external world and olfac-
tory circuits (Shaham, 2010). Our appreciation of the similarities
and differences in how these receptors act in these different
neural contexts is, however, hampered by our lack of mecha-
nistic knowledge of IRs as olfactory receptors. Here, we combine
molecular genetic, cellular imaging, and electrophysiological
approaches to elucidate IR function. Our results provide insights
into the transitions that have occurred during the evolution of
these diverse chemical detectors from their conserved synaptic
iGluR ancestors.
RESULTS
Broad Sensory Neuron Expression of Two Conserved
IRs: IR8a and IR25a
Comparative genomic analysis of IR repertoires has defined
several classes of receptors (Figure 1A) (Croset et al., 2010). At
least 14 ‘‘antennal’’ IRs are conserved across insects and
expressed in combinations of up to three different receptors in
stereotyped subsets of antennal OSNs in Drosophila (Benton
et al., 2009). Forty-five ‘‘divergent’’ IRs are, by contrast, largely
specific to drosophilids and at least some of these are implicated
in taste detection (Croset et al., 2010). Finally, two closely related
IRs, IR8a and IR25a, are distinguished by their higher sequence
identity to iGluRs, the existence of homologous genes across
Protostomia, and the broad distribution of their transcripts in
antennal IR-expressing OSNs (Benton et al., 2009; Croset
et al., 2010). These properties suggested that IR8a and IR25a
have a conserved and central role in IR function and led us to
focus first on these receptors.
Double immunofluorescence using IR8a- and IR25a-specific
antibodies revealed heterogeneous expression in distinct but
partially overlapping populations of neurons in the Drosophila
antenna (Figures 1B and 1C). IR25a, but not IR8a, is detected
in neurons of the arista, a branched cuticular projection from
the antennal surface (Foelix et al., 1989). In the sacculus, an
internal multichambered pocket (Shanbhag et al., 1995),
IR25a-expressing neurons innervate the first and second
chambers, while IR8a is strongly expressed in neurons inner-
vating the third chamber. Throughout the main body of the
antenna, many clusters of IR8a- or IR25a-positive neurons are
found, corresponding to neurons innervating the coeloconic
class of olfactory sensilla (Benton et al., 2009; Stocker, 2001;
Yao et al., 2005). These clusters contain 2 to 3 neurons and often
comprise 1 to 2 cells with stronger IR25a expression andweak or
no IR8a expression, and 1 to 2 cells with stronger IR8a expres-
sion and weak or no IR25a expression. As previously described
for IR25a (Benton et al., 2009), IR8a is detected in both the cell
body and sensory dendritic endings, but not in axon termini,
consistent with a role in peripheral odor detection (Figures 1C
and 3B; data not shown). To confirm the specificity of these anti-
bodies and initiate functional analysis of these receptors, we
generated null mutations in IR8a by the same gene-targeting
strategy used for IR25a (Benton et al., 2009) (Figure 2A). Homo-zygous IR8a, IR25a, and IR8a/IR25a double mutant animals are
viable and fertile, and all corresponding immunoreactivity in the
antenna is abolished (Figure 2A).
IR8a and IR25a Are Essential for Odor-Evoked
Electrophysiological Responses in Multiple Distinct
Neuron Classes
The broad antennal expression and cilia localization of IR8a and
IR25a indicated that these receptors might have a widespread
role in odor detection in IR neurons. We tested this hypothesis by
performing extracellular electrophysiological recordings of odor-
evoked neuronal responses in individual coeloconic sensilla in
IR8a and IR25a mutants. Four classes of coeloconic sensilla
have been defined, named ac1 through ac4 (Benton et al., 2009;
Yao et al., 2005). These house neurons that express different
combinations of IRs and display distinct odor sensitivities (Fig-
ure 2B) (Benton et al., 2009; Yao et al., 2005), although matching
of the specific ligands to receptors has yet to be determined in
most cases. We tested a panel of seven odors, representing the
best sensilla-specific agonists identified in previous or on-going
ligand screens (Yao et al., 2005; R. Rytz and R. Benton, unpub-
lished data), which we assume are recognized by different IRs.
The ac4 sensilla contain three neurons and are stimulated by
phenylacetaldehyde and phenylethyl amine (Figure 2B). We
observed that IR8a mutant ac4 sensilla lack all responsiveness
to phenylacetaldehyde, while phenylethyl amine responses are
unchanged (Figures 2B and 2C). Spontaneous activity in IR8a
mutant ac4 sensilla (25 ± 4 spikes/s [mean ± SEM]; n = 13) is
also markedly reduced compared with the wild-type (82 ±
1 spikes/s; n = 11). These electrophysiological phenotypes
resemble those of mutants in IR84a (Y. Grosjean and R.B.,
unpublished data), suggesting a role for IR8a in acting with this
receptor in mediating both basal and evoked responses in
IR84a neurons. By contrast, mutation of IR25a had no effect on
phenylacetaldehyde responses but abolished phenylethyl
amine-evoked activity (Figures 2B and 2C), suggesting an essen-
tial function in adifferent IR neuron. Spontaneousactivity in IR25a
mutant ac4 sensilla was also reduced (43 ± 6 spikes/s; n = 18).
The ac3 sensilla house two neurons, one of which expresses
three IRs (IR75a, IR75b, and IR75c) and responds to propionic
acid (Benton et al., 2009; Yao et al., 2005). Responses to this
ligand are abolished in IR8a, but not IR25a, mutants (Figure 2B).
The second neuron is stimulated by many odors, but genetic
analysis has ascribed all of these responses to theOR expressed
in these cells, OR35a (Yao et al., 2005). OR35a-dependent
responses to g-hexalactone persisted in both IR8a and IR25a
mutants (Figures 2B and 2C), indicating independent functioning
of this receptor. The ac2 sensilla neurons respond strongly to
acetic acid and 1,4-diaminobutane, and these responses are
selectively abolished in IR8a and IR25a mutants, respectively
(Figures 2B and 2C). Finally, ac1 sensilla contain three IR-ex-
pressing neurons, but only one strong agonist, ammonia, has
been identified (Yao et al., 2005). Responses to this odor were
retained in both IR8a and IR25a mutants, as well as in IR8a/
IR25a double mutants (Figures 2B and 2C).
All defects in odor-evoked responses in IR8a and IR25a
mutants were rescued by expression of the corresponding
cDNA transgenes using IR8a or IR25a promoters via theNeuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 45
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic Relationships and Broad Antennal
Expression of IR8a and IR25a
(A) Phylogenetic tree of Drosophila iGluRs and IRs. Protein
sequences were aligned using MUSCLE, and the tree was
calculated with PhyML and visualized in FigTree v1.1.2 (adapted
from Croset et al., 2010). The scale bar indicates the expected
number of substitutions per site. A schematic model of the
iGluR/IR structure is shown in the cartoon at the top right.
(B) Schematic of the Drosophila third antennal segment illustrating
the different classes of olfactory sensilla and other sensory
structures.
(C) Immunostaining on a wild-type antennal section with IR8a
(green), IR25a (red), and cilium base marker 21A6 (blue) anti-
bodies. IR8a is detected in ciliated dendritic endings (distal to
21A6), both in coeloconic sensilla (arrowheads) as well as in
neurons projecting into the sacculus chamber (asterisk). The scale
bar represents 20 mm.
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Figure 2. IR8a and IR25a Are Essential for Odor-Evoked Electrophysiological Responses in Multiple Distinct Neuron Classes
(A) Immunostainings on antennal sections fromwild-type (left), IR8a1mutant (middle), and IR25a2mutant (right) flies with IR8a (green), IR25a (red), and 21A6 (blue)
antibodies. The scale bars represent 20 mm. Schematics of gene-targeted IR8a and IR25a null alleles, where the IR coding region is replaced with the white (w)
reporter gene, are shown at the far right.
(B) Left: Schematic of IR expression (excluding IR8a and IR25a) in the four classes of coeloconic sensilla (ac1-ac4) (after Benton et al., 2009). Right: Represen-
tative traces of extracellular recordings of neuronal responses in the four coeloconic sensilla classes in wild-type (first column), IR8a1/Y hemizygous mutant
(second column), IR25a2 mutant (third column), and rescue or IR8a1/Y; IR25a2 double mutant (fourth column) flies, stimulated with the indicated odors. Bars
above the traces mark stimulus time (1 s). Genotypes for rescue experiments: ‘‘IR8a/ + rescue’’: IR8a1/Y;IR8a-GAL4/UAS-IR8a; ‘‘IR25a/ + rescue’’:
IR25a2,IR25a-GAL4/IR25a2,UAS-IR25a.
(C) Quantification of mean neuronal responses to different odor stimuli in ac1-ac4 sensilla (±SEM; n = 11–18 (ac4), n = 8–16 (ac3), n = 5–8 (ac2), n = 10–13 (ac1);
male flies,%3 sensilla/animal) in the genotypes shown in the key at the top and as detailed in (B). Paraffin oil andwater are solvent controls. For individual stimuli in
each sensilla, bars labeled with different letters are significantly different. ac4: phenylacetaldehyde ANOVA p < 0.0001, phenylethyl amine ANOVA p < 0.0001;
ac3: propionic acid ANOVA p < 0.0001, g-hexalactone ANOVA p > 0.011; ac2: acetic acid ANOVA p < 0.0001; 1,4-diaminobutane ANOVA p < 0.0001; ac1: water
ANOVA p > 0.0097, ammonia ANOVA p > 0.022. Small but statistically significant variations in spike responses were observed to some odors in certain mutant
backgrounds; for example, ac3 g-hexalactone responses. Althoughwe cannot exclude amodulatory role of IR8a or IR25a in detection of these stimuli, we believe
that these effects are likely to be indirect, either because of physiological changes in neighboring neurons in the same sensilla that rely absolutely on these
receptors and/or technical difficulties in consistently comparing odor-evoked spike frequencies in sensilla lacking the activity of one or more neurons with those
in wild-type sensilla.
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Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRsGAL4/UAS system (Figures 2B and 2C; see Figure S1 available
online) (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). The sole exception was
our failure to restore ac2 1,4-diaminobutane responses in
IR25a mutants (data not shown). We ascribe this lack of rescue
activity to the poor recapitulation of endogenous IR25a expres-sion by our IR25a-GAL4 line (Figure S1B). Expression of IR25a
in IR8a mutant neurons did not rescue electrophysiological
responses (data not shown), indicating selective functional prop-
erties of these two receptors beyond their distinct expression
patterns (Figure 1C). Taken together, the loss of multiple distinctNeuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 47
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Figure 3. Reciprocal Requirement of Ligand-Specific and Coreceptors for Sensory Cilia Localization
(A) Immunostaining for EGFP:IR84a (anti-GFP, green) and the cilium base (21A6, magenta) in IR84a neurons in wild-type (left), IR8a mutant (middle), and
IR8a rescue (right) antennae. The cartoon at the left schematizes the region of the antennae shown in these and subsequent panels. Antennal sections from
at least 20 flies from at least two independent genetic crosses were examined for each genotype in this and all other immunofluorescence experiments. Cilia
localization of EGFP:IR84a was never observed in IR8a mutant neurons. The scale bar represents 10 mm. Genotypes: IR84a-GAL4/UAS-EGFP:IR84a
(left); IR8a1;IR84a-GAL4/UAS-EGFP:IR84a (middle); IR8a1;IR84a-GAL4,UAS-IR8a/UAS-EGFP:IR84a (right).
(B) Immunostaining for GFP:Tubulin (anti-GFP, green), IR8a (red), and the cilium base (21A6, blue) in IR8a neurons in wild-type (left images) and IR8a mutant
(right images) antennae in anterior-distal coeloconic sensilla where IR84a neurons are located. The scale bar represents 10 mm. Genotypes: IR8a-GAL4/
UAS-GFP:a1tub84B (left); IR8a1;IR8a-GAL4/UAS-GFP:a1tub84B (right).
(C) Immunostaining for EGFP:IR8a (anti-GFP, green) and the cilium base (21A6, magenta) in IR84a neurons in wild-type (left), IR84a mutant (middle),
and IR84a rescue (right) antennae. Trace levels of EGFP:IR8a are occasionally detected in the cilia tips of IR84a mutant neurons (arrowheads). The scale
bar represents 10 mm. Genotypes: UAS-EGFP:IR8a;IR84aGAL4/+ (left); UAS-EGFP:IR8a;IR84aGAL4/IR84aGAL4 (middle); UAS-EGFP:IR8a/UAS-IR84a;
IR84aGAL4/IR84aGAL4 (right).
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Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRsligand-evoked responses in IR8a and IR25a mutants suggests
that these proteins function as coreceptors that act with different
subsets of odor-specific IRs.
Reciprocal Requirement of Odor-Specific
and Coreceptor IRs for Sensory Cilia Targeting
To determine the cellular basis for the loss of electrophysiolog-
ical responses in these IR coreceptor mutant neurons, we initially
focused on the role of IR8a in the correct functioning of the
phenylacetaldehyde receptor IR84a (Benton et al., 2009). An
EGFP-tagged version of IR84a localizes to the sensory cilium
in its endogenous neurons (Figure 3A), defined by the distal
distribution relative to the cilium base marker 21A6 (Husain
et al., 2006; Zelhof et al., 2006). By contrast, in IR8a mutants,48 Neuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.EGFP:IR84a is restricted to the inner dendritic segment (Fig-
ure 3A). Restoration of IR8a expression under the control of
the IR84a promoter rescues this localization defect, defining a
cell-autonomous function for IR8a in promoting cilia targeting
of IR84a (Figure 3A).
We tested the generality of this requirement for IR8a by exam-
ining the cilia localization of a second receptor, IR64a, which is
coexpressed with IR8a in morphologically distinct grooved
peg sensilla in the third chamber of the sacculus (Ai et al.,
2010). EGFP:IR64a is abundant in the outer dendrite of these
neurons in wild-type sensilla, and this localization is abolished
in IR8amutants (Figure S2A). We observed more heterogeneous
levels of EGFP:IR64a in IR8a mutant neurons, suggesting
that this mislocalized protein is destabilized. Cilia targeting is
Neuron
Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRsrestored by re-expression of IR8a in this mutant background
(Figure S2A).
To verify that loss of IRs in the outer dendrite in IR8a mutants
was not simply due to a failure in formation of this sensory
compartment, we expressed a GFP-tagged tubulin isoform
(GFP:a1tub84B) in these neurons, which serves as a robust
reporter of the outer segment in ciliated sensory neurons in
Drosophila (Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004). In wild-type and IR8a
mutant neurons, GFP:a1tub84B displayed a similar distribution
distal to 21A6 in both coeloconic sensilla in the main body of
the antenna and grooved peg sensilla in the sacculus (Figures
3B and S2B). Thus, the outer ciliated segment forms correctly
in IR8a mutants, supporting a specific role for this receptor in
targeting odor-specific IRs to this cellular compartment.
We investigated whether there was a reciprocal requirement
for IR84a for the localization of IR8a by expressing EGFP:IR8a
in IR84amutant neurons (Figure 3C). The normal cilia distribution
of this fusion protein is severely impaired in the absence of IR84a
(Figure 3C). Similarly, IR8a cilia localization is abolished in IR64a
mutant sacculus neurons (Figure S2C). In both mutant
backgrounds, IR8a localization is restored by the expression of
corresponding IR rescue transgenes (Figures 3C and S2C).
Thus, efficient cilia targeting of IR8a depends upon the presence
of an odor-specific partner.
Functional Reconstitution of an IR in OR-Expressing
Sensory Neurons
Having shown that phenylacetaldehyde responses in ac4
sensilla require two receptors, IR84a and IR8a (Figures 2B and
2C) (Y. Grosjean and R. B., unpublished data), we askedwhether
these proteins are sufficient for the reconstitution of a functional
olfactory receptor in heterologous neurons. We previously
showed that ectopic expression of IR84a in ac3 neurons is
sufficient to confer responsiveness to phenylacetaldehyde (Ben-
ton et al., 2009). However, IR8a is also expressed endogenously
in these cells (data not shown), raising the possibility that the
odor-evoked responses are not due to IR84a alone, but depend
on IR84a in combination with IR8a. To resolve this issue, we
expressed IR84a in OR22a neurons, which innervate basiconic
sensilla and do not express IR8a (Figure 1C).
When expressed alone in these neurons, EGFP:IR84a fails to
localize to sensory cilia, where OR22a concentrates (Figure 4A)
(Dobritsa et al., 2003). However, when EGFP:IR84a is coex-
pressed with IR8a, the fusion protein is efficiently transported
to the ciliated sensory endings (Figure 4A). As in coeloconic
sensilla, we observed a reciprocal requirement for IR84a in the
cilia localization of IR8a in OR neurons: alone, EGFP:IR8a was
absent from sensory cilia, but coexpression of IR84a was suffi-
cient to promote its redistribution to the sensory compartment
(Figure 4A).
We examined the functionality of these cilia-localized recep-
tors by electrophysiological analysis of phenylacetaldehyde-
evoked responses. OR22a neurons expressing EGFP:IR84a or
EGFP:IR8a alone do not respond to this odor above basal
solvent-evoked activity. By contrast, when coexpressed with
their corresponding partner, robust, concentration-dependent
responses to phenylacetaldehyde are observed (Figures 4B
and 4C). Thus, IR84a and IR8a are together both necessaryand sufficient to reconstitute a cilia-localized and physiologically
active olfactory receptor in Drosophila neurons.
Functional Reconstitution of IRs in Heterologous Cells
We extended our investigation of the sufficiency of IR84a and
IR8a to form a functional receptor by determining their ability
to confer phenylacetaldehyde responsiveness in an ex vivo
non-neuronal system. We chose Xenopus laevis oocytes, which
are commonly used for functional expression of iGluRs (Walker
et al., 2006). In these cells, single or combinations of IR comple-
mentary RNAs (cRNAs) can be injected, and odor-evoked
current responses across the oocyte membrane can be mea-
sured by two-electrode voltage clamp.
When cRNAs for IR84a or IR8a were injected alone into
oocytes, we observed no responses to phenylacetaldehyde
(Figures 4D and 4E). By contrast, when IR84a and IR8a cRNAs
were coinjected, phenylacetaldehyde induced an inward current
of several hundred nA in these cells (Figures 4D and 4E). We
further tested the functional properties of a different odor-
specific receptor, IR75a, which is expressed in the IR8a-depen-
dent propionic acid-sensitive neuron in ac3 sensilla (Figures 2B
and 2C). Oocytes expressing IR75a and IR8a together, but not
either receptor alone, exhibited robust propionic acid-evoked
current responses (Figures 4D and 4E). Odor-induced current
responses were highly specific to each receptor pair and
displayed concentration dependency (Figures 4D–4F). The con-
centration response curves for both phenylacetaldehyde and
propionic acid did not saturate at the highest concentrations
obtainable without changing the osmolarity of the solution,
preventing our determination of 50% effective concentration
(EC50) values. Baseline currents measured in the absence of
either agonist were similar between IR84a+IR8a-expressing,
IR75a+IR8a-expressing, and uninjected oocytes (data not
shown), suggesting that these receptors do not have detectable
constitutive activity, at least in these cells.
Heteromeric Complex Formation between IRs
The codependency of IR84a and IR8a for cilia localization and
odor-evoked responses suggested that these proteins might
form a complex. We tested this possibility through optical
imaging of fluorescent protein-tagged receptors. We first gener-
ated an mCherry-tagged IR8a fusion protein and confirmed that
this promotes cilia targeting of EGFP:IR84a in OR22a neurons
(Figure 5A). In these cells, we observed precise colocalization
and consistent relative intensities of EGFP and mCherry fluores-
cence throughout the cell bodies, inner dendrites, and cilia (Fig-
ure 5A). Odor-evoked responses conferred on these neurons by
the fluorescent protein-tagged IRs were indistinguishable from
those generated by untagged receptors (Figure 5B), indicating
that the fluorescent tags do not interfere with their function.
We next used these tagged IRs in a single molecule optical
approach in Xenopus oocytes (Ulbrich and Isacoff, 2007,
2008). Here, low expression density of receptors permits
simultaneous detection and spatial resolution of many individual
fluorescent molecules. Total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy was used to restrict illumination to the plasma
membrane, thereby excluding fluorescence from the intracellular
space and focusing on receptors that have passed through theNeuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 49
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Figure 4. A Pair of IRs Is Sufficient to Reconstitute Odor Responses in OR Neurons and Xenopus Oocytes
(A) Immunostaining for EGFP (green) and OR22a (magenta) in OR22a neurons expressing the combinations of IRs shown on the left. Genotypes:
(i) UAS-EGFP:IR84a/+;OR22a-GAL4/+; (ii) UAS-EGFP:IR84a/UAS-IR8a;OR22a-GAL4/+; (iii) UAS-EGFP:IR8a/+;OR22a-GAL4/+; (iv) UAS-EGFP:IR8a/
UAS-IR84a;OR22a-GAL4/+. The cartoon at the top left schematizes the region of the antenna shown in all images. The scale bar represents 10 mm. Approximately
20% of OR22a neurons do not express IR fusion proteins, due to incomplete expressivity of the OR22a-GAL4 driver (Dobritsa et al., 2003).
(B) Representative traces of extracellular recordings of neuronal responses in OR22a neurons expressing the combinations of IRs shown to the left in (A)
stimulated with paraffin oil (solvent control) or phenylacetaldehyde (0.01% v/v). Bars above the tracesmark stimulus time (1 s). OR22a neurons reside in basiconic
sensilla with two neurons, visible as two distinct amplitudes of action potentials; the larger amplitude corresponds to OR22a neurons (Dobritsa et al., 2003).
(C) Concentration-response curves for phenylacetaldehyde in the genotypes shown in (A). Mean responses are plotted (±SEM; n = 12–13 sensilla; %4
sensilla/animal, male flies). Asterisks indicate significant differences between responses in sensilla expressing one or both receptors (EGFP:IR84a versus
EGFP:IR84a+IR8a ANOVA p < 0.0003; EGFP:IR8a versus EGFP:IR8a+IR84a ANOVA p < 0.014 for paraffin oil, p < 0.0015 for phenylacetaldehyde-evoked
responses).
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Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRsquality control process of cell-surface targeting. In contrast to
the mutual requirement for IR84a and IR8a in cilia-membrane
targeting in vivo (Figures 3 and 4A), these receptors can localize
independently to the oocyte plasma membrane, albeit less
efficiently than when coexpressed (Figure S3A).
When EGFP:IR84a and mCherry:IR8a were expressed in
oocytes at low concentrations, these fusion proteins appeared
as bright fluorescent spots of relatively uniform fluorescence
intensity in the plasma membrane (Figure 5C). A large fraction
(40%) of spots showed fluorescence from both EGFP and
mCherry, consistent with the assembly of EGFP:IR84a and
mCherry:IR8a into a protein complex (Figures 5C, 5D, and S3B;
see Experimental Procedures). By contrast, when EGFP:IR84a
was coexpressed with mCherry:IR25a, with which it does not
function in vivo (Figures 2B and 2C), fluorescence overlap was
detected in <5% of the spots (Figures 5C and 5D). This value
is consistent with the expected random colocalization (4%;
see Experimental Procedures) of mCherry and EGFP spots at
the tested receptor density. Similar observations were made
for both receptor pairs in which the fluorescent protein tags
were exchanged (Figure 5D). These results indicate that IR84a
forms a specific complex with IR8a.
To determine the number of IR8a and IR84a subunits within
individual complexes, we analyzed the intensity traces from the
EGFP-tagged partner in the spots where the mCherry and the
EGFP signal colocalized. EGFP photobleaches within a short
time under high-intensity illumination (as achieved in the single
molecule observations), permitting deduction of the number of
EGFP-tagged subunits by counting the bleaching steps (Ulbrich
and Isacoff, 2007, 2008); mCherry photobleaches too rapidly to
be analyzed in this way. Unfortunately, the intensities of most
spots (>75%) were too noisy to be evaluated (Figure S3C), likely
due to a high mobility of the proteins in the plasma membrane.
However, in the fraction of spots where distinct bleaching steps
were discernible, we observed either one or two bleaching steps
but never more (Figures 5E and 5F), suggesting a stoichiometry
of up to two IR8a:two IR84a subunits in these complexes.
To test this interpretation with an alternative analysis that
included all spots regardless of the noise in their intensity traces,
we integrated the fluorescence intensity from the start of EGFP
illumination until complete photobleaching for all spots. These
values were then normalized by the integrated intensities for
the spots that we were confident contained only one EGFP
molecule (i.e., had a single clear bleaching step). This analysis
revealed that the entire population of spots had an average of
1.57 EGFP molecules in EGFP:IR8a+mCherry:IR84a complexes
and 1.49 EGFP molecules in EGFP:IR84a+mCherry:IR8a com-
plexes (Figures S3D and S3E). Because only 80% of EGFP
tags are fluorescent (Ulbrich and Isacoff, 2007), some com-(D) Representative whole cell current traces recorded at60mVwith two-electrod
of IRs indicated on the left. Currents of IR84a+IR8a-expressing cells often did not
ing sustained activation of these receptors after initial agonist exposure or incom
(E) Histogram of current amplitudes of IR84a (n = 3–4 oocytes), IR8a (n = 3-4)
IR75a+IR8a (nphenylacetaldehyde = 3; npropionic acid = 74) induced by 1 mM phenyla
oocytes to phenylacetaldehyde and of IR75a+IR8a-expressing oocytes to pro
(unpaired t test, ***p < 0.0001).
(F) Concentration-response curves of oocytes expressing IR84a+IR8a for phenyla
and normalized to the current induced by 1 mM of ligand. Mean responses are pplexes with two EGFP-tagged subunits would have only one
visible EGFP. Therefore, from the normalized integrated
EGFP intensities, we calculated that 83% of EGFP:IR8a+
mCherry:IR84a complexes and 70% of EGFP:IR84a+mCherry:
IR8a complexes had two EGFP-tagged subunits per spot (see
Experimental Procedures). Together, these analyses are consis-
tent with IR complexes containing up to two subunits each of
IR8a and IR84a, similar to the dimer-of-dimers structure of
many types of iGluR (Gereau and Swanson, 2008).
Ion Conduction and Pharmacological Properties of IRs
The similarity in the domain organization of IRs and iGluRs led
to the hypothesis that these olfactory receptors function as
odor-gated ion channels (Benton et al., 2009). Our functional
reconstitution of IRs in heterologous cells, in the absence of
other Drosophila proteins, supports this model of signaling. We
wished, however, to test the ionotropic activity of IRs.
We first examined the ion conduction properties of phenylace-
taldehyde- or propionic acid-evoked currents induced by
IR84a+IR8a and IR75a+IR8a, respectively. This was performed
in oocytes by measuring current/voltage (IV) relationships
when the extracellular solution contained primarily Na+, K+, or
Ca2+ as the cationic charge carrier (Figure 6A). For both receptor
combinations, the reversal potential with Na+ or K+ solutions was
slightly negative and not different between the two cations
(IR84a+IR8a:8 ± 7 mV (Na+) and11 ± 5 mV (K+); IR75a+IR8a:
6 ± 2 mV (Na+) and 4 ± 1 mV (K+); n = 8–13; paired t test,
p > 0.05). Current amplitudes were similar for K+ and Na+ for
both IR84a+IR8a and IR75a+IR8a (Figure 6A), except when
measured at 100 mV, where they were higher for K+ than for
Na+ for IR84a+IR8a (paired t test, p = 0.03), but indistinguishable
for IR75a+IR8a (paired t test, p = 0.20) (Figure 6A). In the
presence of extracellular Ca2+ and absence of extracellular
Na+ and K+, activation of IR84a+IR8a, but not IR75a+IR8a,
also induced inward currents (Figure 6A). These currents were,
however, abolished by pre-injection of IR84a+IR8a-expressing
oocytes with the Ca2+ chelator BAPTA, which prevents indirect
activation of endogenous Ca2+-dependent chloride channels
(Kuruma and Hartzell, 1999). Together, these experiments
indicate that odor-evoked IR-dependent currents are carried
principally by monovalent cations, but that IR84a+IR8a-depen-
dent activation also leads to low Ca2+ entry, which is amplified
by oocyte Ca2+-dependent channels to produce a measurable
current.
To further characterize these putative IR ion channels, we
compared their pharmacological properties with those of iGluRs.
NMDA receptors display a characteristic inhibition by extracel-
lular Mg2+ (Nowak et al., 1984). Addition of 2 mM Mg2+ had,
however, no effect on IR84a+IR8a or IR75a+IR8a currentse voltage-clamp in Xenopus oocytes injected with cRNAs for the combinations
return completely to their baseline after phenylacetaldehyde removal, suggest-
plete removal of phenylacetaldehyde from oocyte membranes.
, IR75a (n = 3–4), IR84a+IR8a (nphenylacetaldehyde = 86; npropionic acid = 4), and
cetaldehyde and 1 mM propionic acid. Responses of IR84a+IR8a-expressing
pionic acid are highly significantly different from a noncognate odor ligand
cetaldehyde (left) and IR75a+IR8a for propionic acid (right), recorded at60mV
lotted (±SEM; n = 4–5 oocytes, 2–3 stimulations per oocyte).
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Figure 5. Heteromeric IR Complex Forma-
tion
(A) Colocalization of endogenous fluorescence
of EGFP:IR84a (green) and mCherry:IR8a (false-
colored magenta) in OR22a neurons. Genotype:
UAS-EGFP:IR84a/+;UAS-mCherry:IR8a/OR22a-
GAL4. Autofluorescence of sensilla cuticle is
visible in the magenta (but not in the green)
channel. The scale bar represents 10 mm.
(B) Concentration-response curves for phenylace-
taldehyde in OR22a neurons expressing tagged
(UAS-EGFP:IR84a/+;UAS-mCherry:IR8a/OR22a-
GAL4, red symbols) or untagged (UAS-IR84a/+;
UAS-IR8a/OR22a-GAL4, black symbols) combi-
nations of IR84a and IR8a. Mean responses are
plotted (±SEM; n = 11–16 sensilla; %4 sensilla/
animal, male flies). Responses are not statistically
different at any stimulus concentration (ANOVA
p > 0.18).
(C) Single molecule fluorescence colocalization in
membranes of live Xenopus oocytes visualized
with total internal reflection fluorescence micros-
copy. Molecules of EGFP:IR84a and mCherry:
IR8a (left) or EGFP:IR84a and mCherry:IR25a
(right) were detected as bright fluorescent spots
(top), and positions were extracted from intensity
peaks (bottom) (see Experimental Procedures).
Colocalizing EGFP and mCherry spots are dis-
played as filled circles. The scale bars represent
1 mm.
(D) Quantification of colocalization of EGFP and
mCherry signals in oocytes expressing the indi-
cated combinations of tagged IRs. Each circle
represents the percentage colocalizing fluores-
cent spots within a fresh, unbleached membrane
patch, calcluated as: [number of spots with
EGFP and mCherry fluorescence/(number of
EGFP spots + number of mCherry spots)] x 100.
Each membrane patch contains 100-800
fluorescent spots, and 7–18 patches were
analyzed for each combination of receptors.
Statistical differences between IR84a+IR8a and
IR84a+IR25a colocalization frequency were deter-
mined by Student’s t test, ***p < 0.0001.
(E and F) Example fluorescence intensity traces
of colocalizing spots from cells expressing (E)
mCherry:IR8a+EGFP:IR84a or (F) mCherry:IR84a+EGFP:IR8a. The magenta and green bars indicate the collection periods of fluorescence emitted (arbitrary
units [a.u.]), originating from mCherry and EGFP, respectively. One (top traces) or two (bottom traces) EGFP tags in one spot result in the stepwise bleaching
process (black arrows).
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Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRsmeasured when the primary charge carrier was Na+ (Figure S4A).
We also tested several iGluR antagonists for their influence on
IR-dependent currents, including two NMDA pore blockers,
memantine and MK-801 (Kashiwagi et al., 2002), and an AMPA
and Kainate receptor blocker, philanthotoxin (Jones et al.,
1990; Ragsdale et al., 1989). None of these had effects on either
IR84a+IR8a or IR75a+IR8a currents, except for memantine,
which inhibited phenylacetaldehyde-induced IR84a+IR8a
currents with a half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of
39 ± 9 mM (Figure S4B), a value that is40 times the IC50 ofmem-
antine for NMDA receptors (Parsons et al., 2008). Antagonists
for several other classes of ion channel, including amiloride,
Cd2+, tetraethylammonium (TEA), and ruthenium red, hadmostly
modest effects on IR84a+IR8a or IR75a+IR8a currents, even at52 Neuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.high concentrations (Figure S4B). Notably, while ruthenium red
slightly inhibited IR84a+IR8a currents, it enhanced IR75a+IR8a
current amplitudes (Figure S4B). Together, these experiments
distinguish IRs pharmacologically from both iGluRs and other
classes of ion channel, and further highlight the physiological
differences between different IR complexes.
To understand themolecular basis for the functional heteroge-
neity of IR84a+IR8a and IR75a+IR8a, we compared the
sequence of the putative ion channel pore domains of IR84a,
IR75a, and IR8a with those of iGluRs. While this region is highly
conserved in iGluRs, individual IRs bear a large number of amino
acid substitutions (Figure 6B). This sequence divergence may
account for the observed insensitivity of IRs to iGluR pore
blockers as well as the pharmacological differences between
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Figure 6. Ion Conduction Properties of IRs
(A) Current/voltage (I/V) relationships of oocytes
expressing IR84a+IR8a stimulated with 1 mM
phenylacetaldehyde (left) and IR75a+IR8a stimu-
lated with 1 mM propionic acid (right) in extracel-
lular Na+ (blue), K+ (green), or Ca2+ (red) solutions.
Currents were measured as the amplitudes at
the end of 1500 ms voltage steps from 100
to +40mV at 20mV increments. Currents recorded
in the absence of agonist were subtracted from the
current amplitudes recorded in the presence of
1 mM agonist. For each oocyte, currents were
normalized to the current amplitude measured at
100 mV in the Na+ solution. Mean normalized
currents are plotted (±SEM n = 9–35). Open
symbols represent currents in oocytes (in Ca2+
solution) injected with BAPTA prior to the electro-
physiological measurements to chelate the
entering Ca2+.
(B) Sequence alignment of the pore selectivity filter
(P) and M2 transmembrane domain for selected
human (Hs) AMPA (GluA1, GluA2), Kainate
(GluK1), NMDA (GluN1), and Delta (GluD1)
subfamily iGluRs and Drosophila IRs. iGluR names
follow new nomenclature conventions (Colling-
ridge et al., 2009). The asterisk highlights the Q/R
editing site that regulates calcium permeability in
GluA2 (Liu and Zukin, 2007).
(C) Histogram of mean Na+ current amplitudes
(±SEM) at 60 mV in oocytes expressing IR84a+-
IR8a (n = 86) or IR84aQ401R+IR8a (n = 7), induced
by 1 mM phenylacetaldehyde. Responses are
not statistically different (unpaired t test, p = 0.16).
(D) Concentration-response curves for phenylace-
taldehdyde of oocytes expressing either IR84a+
IR8a or IR84aQ401R+IR8a recorded at 60 mV in
extracellularNa+ solution. Currentswere normalized
to that measured by stimulation with 1 mM agonist.
Responses are not statistically different at any stim-
ulus concentration (unpaired t test, p = 0.14).
(E) I/V relationships of IR84a+IR8a (solid symbols
and lines; data reproduced from (A)) and
IR84aQ401R+IR8a (open symbols and dotted lines)
in extracellular Na+ (blue), K+ (green), or Ca2+ (red)
bath solutions. Currents were measured and cor-
rected as described as in (A). Mean normalized
currents are plotted (±SEM IR84a+IR8a n = 35;
IR84aQ401R+IR8a n = 8). Statistically significant
differences between responses of wild-type and
mutant receptors are indicated by asterisks
(unpaired Student’s t test, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05).
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Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRsIR84a+IR8a and IR75a+IR8a (Figures 6A, S4A, and S4B). We
focused on residues aligned with a glutamine that controls
Ca2+ permeability in iGluRs (Dingledine et al., 1992) (Figure 6B).
In GluA2, RNA editing-regulated substitution of this glutamine to
arginine renders channels Ca2+-impermeable (Hume et al., 1991;
Liu and Zukin, 2007). While IR75a contains an isoleucine (I388) in
this position, IR84a retains a glutamine (Q401) (Figure 6B). WeNeuron 69, 44–6hypothesized that this residue might
account for the difference in Ca2+ con-
ductance mediated by IR75a+IR8a and
IR84a+IR8a channels (Figure 6A). Totest this, we generated an IR84aQ401R mutant receptor, which
we predicted to lack Ca2+ permeability. IR84aQ401R+IR8a
expressing oocytes showed similar Na+ current amplitudes (Fig-
ure 6C) and phenylacetaldehyde concentration responses as the
wild-type receptors (Figure 6D). Importantly, IV curve measure-
ments revealed that IR84aQ401R+IR8a-dependent conductance
of monovalent cations was unchanged compared with the0, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 53
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Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRswild-type receptors, but that Ca2+-dependent conductance was
abolished (Figure 6E). The selective alteration of ion permeability
by a single mutation in the putative IR84a pore filter supports the
notion that IRs function as ion channels.
IR8a contains a proline (P576) at the equivalent position in the
pore sequence (Figure 6B). Expression of an IR8aP576R mutant,
together with wild-type IR84a, markedly decreased phenylace-
taldehyde-evoked currents (9.5% of that in oocytes expressing
wild-type receptors at60 mV), suggesting either a global effect
on protein structure, plasma membrane expression, and/or ion
conductance. We were, however, able to establish IV curves
for the remaining small IR84a+IR8aP576R–dependent current
(Figure S4C). These revealed small but significant differences
in the normalized conductance of monovalent cations between
oocytes expressingwild-type andmutant channels, and abolish-
ment of the Ca2+-dependent conductance in the mutant
channel-expressing oocytes (Figure S4C). These observations
suggest that IR8a also contributes to ion conduction and
selectivity within a heteromeric IR complex.
IR Ligand-Binding Domains Function in both Odor
Recognition and Receptor Localization
To define the domains contributing to the localization and
odor-recognition properties of IRs in vivo, we generated a series
of transgenic flies expressing mutant versions of EGFP:IR84a or
EGFP:IR8a in combination with a wild-type partner in OR22a
neurons (Figures 7, S5, and S6). We examined both the cilia-
targeting properties of these receptors and their ability to confer
concentration-dependent responses to phenylacetaldehyde
(Figure 7).
IR84a, like most odor-specific IRs, lacks the large amino-
terminal domain (ATD) present in iGluRs, IR8a, and IR25a (Croset
et al., 2010), and retains only a short,200 amino acid N-terminal
region before the S1 region. Although this region does not
bear obvious homology to known protein domains and is highly
divergent in IRs, its deletion abolished the normal cilia-targeting
and phenylacetaldehyde responsiveness of the wild-type
receptor (Figures 7A and 7B), suggesting it is important for
folding, complex assembly, and/or localization of this receptor.
By contrast, deletion of the C-terminal cytoplasmic tail had no
effect on either localization or function (Figure 7C).
Odor-specific IR LBDs are highly divergent in the primary
structure from both iGluRs and among each other (Benton
et al., 2009). While this sequence variability is consistent with
their predicted diverse ligand-binding properties, it complicates
analysis of their putative role in IR-odor recognition. However,
IR84a has an arginine residue (R317) that aligns with the
conserved arginine in iGluR LBDs that contacts the a-carboxyl
group of glutamate or artificial agonists (Figure S5) (Armstrong
et al., 1998). We substituted this residue in IR84a with alanine
(IR84aR317A). Strikingly, this mutation had no effect on receptor
targeting to cilia, but completely eliminated phenylacetaldehyde
responses (Figure 7D). This observation supports a direct role for
the IR LBD in odor recognition.
Deletion of the ATD in the IR8a coreceptor also abolished
localization and function (Figures 7E and 7F), suggesting a role
for this domain in protein folding, IR complex assembly, or cilia
targeting. IR8a bears a much longer C-terminal tail than odor-54 Neuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.specific IRs (Figures S5 and S6), and, in contrast to the dispens-
ability of the IR84a C terminus, deletion of this domain strongly
reduced cilia-targeting efficiency and phenylacetaldehyde
responsiveness (Figure 7G).
We were particularly interested in defining the role of the IR8a
LBD, given the apparent function of this protein as a coreceptor
rather than in defining odor specificity. Intriguingly, the IR8a LBD
is more similar in primary sequence to those of iGluRs than other
IR LBDs and preserves the triad of three principal glutamate-
binding residues: arginine (described above), threonine (which
contacts the g-carboxyl group of glutamate), and aspartate
(which contacts the a-amino group of glutamate) (Benton
et al., 2009; Mayer, 2006) (Figure S6). Mutation of the conserved
arginine to alanine (IR8aR481A) had little observable effect on IR8a
localization or function (Figure 7H), in contrast to the equivalent
mutation in IR84a (Figure 7D). However, a more drastic charge
reversal substitution with glutamate at this position, IR8aR481E,
reduced the efficiency of cilia targeting and resulted in modest
but significant reduction in phenylacetaldehyde responses (Fig-
ure 7I). Mutation of the threonine (IR8aT645A) had no effect on
either localization or function (Figure 7J). This lack of phenotype
is consistent with the fact that this residue is not conserved in
IR8a orthologs in several species (Figure S6). By contrast, muta-
tion of the conserved aspartate, IR8aD724A, completely abolished
cilia localization and phenylacetaldehyde responses (Figure 7K).
These observations reveal a role for the IR8a LBD in receptor
localization.
A Three-Subunit IR Olfactory Receptor
We asked whether the second IR coreceptor, IR25a, also func-
tions together with a single odor-specific IR. As shown above
(Figures 2B and 2C), IR25a is essential for ac4-specific electro-
physiological responses to phenylethyl amine. Analysis of
the IR expression map suggested that IR76a could be the odor-
specific receptor for this stimulus, as this is the only IR whose
expression is confined to ac4. We therefore attempted to recon-
stitute phenylethyl amine responses in OR22a neurons bymisex-
pression of IR76a together with IR25a. We used the IR25a
antibody to detect cilia localization of this putative receptor
complex, but observed only very weak or no staining within the
sensory compartment of these cells (Figure 8A). Electrophysio-
logical analysis revealed only low basal responses to phenylethyl
amine that were indistinguishable from control sensilla misex-
pressing IR8a (Figures 8B and 8C). IR76a is coexpressed with
IR76b, a receptor that is also found in one neuron in each of the
three other coeloconic sensilla classes (Benton et al., 2009), sug-
gesting that this IR may also function as a coreceptor. We tested
this possibility by expressing combinations of IR76a, IR76b, and
IR25a inOR22aneurons.All possible pairs of IRs resulted in either
noor veryweak localization of IR25a to cilia andbasal phenylethyl
amine responses (Figures 8A–8C). By contrast, upon coexpres-
sion of all three IRs, we observed consistent localization of
IR25a to sensory cilia and robust concentration-dependent
odor-evoked responses (Figures 8A–8C). Moreover, the magni-
tude of these responses was highly comparable to phenylethyl
amine-evoked activity in endogenous ac4 sensilla neurons (Fig-
ure 8D). These results reveal a thus far unique case, where three
distinct subunits form a functional olfactory receptor.
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Figure 7. IR Ligand-Binding Domains Function in Cilia
Localization and Odor Responses
(A-K) Left: Immunostaining for EGFP (green) and OR22a (magenta)
in OR22a neurons expressing an EGFP-tagged deletion or site-
directed mutant IR in combination with an untagged wild-type
IR8a or IR84a partner, as illustrated in the cartoons on the far
left. Genotypes are of the form (A-D) UAS-EGFP:IR84aX/UAS-
IR8a;OR22a-GAL4/+ or (E-K) UAS-EGFP:IR8aX/UAS-IR84a;
OR22a-GAL4/+, where ‘‘X’’ denotes a wild-type or mutant version
of the IR fusion protein. The arrowhead in (G) marks the very weak
cilia localization of EGFP:IR8aDC+IR84a. The scale bar represents
10 mm for all panels. Right: Concentration-response curves for
phenylacetaldehyde in OR22a neurons expressing the combina-
tion of receptors shown on the left. Mean responses are plotted
(±SEM; n = 12–29 sensilla; %4 sensilla/animal, male flies). The
responses of corresponding wild-type receptor combinations
(A and E) are shown as blue lines in each graph for comparison
with mutant receptor responses. Responses were corrected for
small, but slightly variable, baseline solvent responses to permit
direct comparison of phenylacetaldehyde-evoked activity. Statis-
tically significant differences between responses of wild-type
and mutant receptors are indicated by asterisks (Student’s
t test, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05).
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Figure 8. An Olfactory Receptor of Three IR Subunits
(A) Immunostaining for IR25a (green) and the cilia base (21A6, magenta) in OR22a neurons expressing the indicated combinations of IRs.Weak cilia localization of
IR25a in neurons coexpressing IR25a+IR76a or IR25a+IR76b is indicated by arrowheads. Genotypes: (i)UAS-IR8a/+;OR22a-GAL4/+; (ii)UAS-IR76a/UAS-IR25a;
OR22a-GAL4/+; (iii) UAS-IR25a/+;UAS-IR76b/OR22a-GAL4; (iv) UAS-IR76a/+;UAS-IR76b/OR22a-GAL4; (v) UAS-IR76a/UAS-IR25a;UAS-IR76b/OR22a-GAL4.
(B) Representative traces of extracellular recordings of neuronal responses inOR22aneurons expressing the combinations of IRs shown to the left in (A) stimulated
with phenylethyl amine (1%v/v). Bars above the tracesmark stimulus time (1 s).Misexpression of a control receptor, IR8a, confersweak responsiveness to phenyl-
ethyl amine, whichmay reflect nonspecific sensitization of these neurons to this odor, as IR8a does not localize to sensory cilia in the absence of IR84a (Figure 3A).
(C) Concentration-responses for phenylethyl amine in OR22a neurons expressing the combinations of IRs shown in the key. Genotypes are as in (A) as
well as a no IR control (‘‘-‘‘) (OR22a-GAL4/OR22a-GAL4) and IR25a misexpression alone (UAS-IR25a/+;OR22a-GAL4/+). Mean responses are plotted
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Conservation and Divergence in the Molecular
Architecture of Olfactory IRs and Synaptic iGluRs
‘‘Chemosensory synapses’’ between the environment and
sensory neurons have been proposed as novel models to
characterize mechanisms of neuronal activation and regulation
by external stimuli (Shaham, 2010). The IRs provide an intriguing
example of molecular homology between peripheral sensory
and postsynaptic receptors, and motivated us to define the
conserved and divergent properties of these olfactory receptors
compared with their iGluR ancestors.
Cross-species analyses have demonstrated that IR25a is the
‘‘ancestral’’ IR, as orthologs of this gene are expressed in che-
mosensory neurons in insects, nematode worms, and mollusks
(Croset et al., 2010). By contrast, IR8a is a recently evolved,
insect-specific duplicate of IR25a, although it retains a similar
domain organization and sequence identity to iGluRs (Croset
et al., 2010). The chemosensory role of IR25a in the common
protostome ancestor is unknown, but it is attractive to suggest
that it initially retained function as a glutamate-sensing receptor
in the distal dendritic membranes of peripheral sensory neurons,
analogous to the role of iGluRs in postsynaptic membranes of
interneurons. Subsequent expansion of the IR repertoire may
have allowed specialization of IR8a and IR25a as coreceptors
acting in conjunction with more divergent odor-specific IRs.
The dedication of these relatively slowly evolving members of
the IR repertoire as a structural core of heteromeric IR com-
plexes may help maintain the central function of these receptors
as ligand-gated cation channels.
Our analysis of IR8a suggests that one specific function of
the coreceptors may be to link IR complexes to the cilia transport
pathway through their intracellular cytoplasmic tail, similar to the
role of this region in coupling iGluRs to the postsynaptic trans-
port machinery (Groc and Choquet, 2006). Conserved motifs
for subcellular targeting are not apparent between iGluRs and
IR8a or IR25a (data not shown), perhaps reflecting the novel
signals required to localize IRs to specialized sensory cilia
membranes. The maintenance of LBDs in coreceptor IRs raises
the possibility that these proteins still bind ligands. Our muta-
tional analysis of IR8a argues that glutamate is very unlikely to
be recognized by its LBD and suggests that this domain serves
in complex localization rather than peripheral ligand responses.
Notably, LBDmutations in certain Kainate receptors also reduce
cell-surface expression in cultured cells (Valluru et al., 2005).
While IR8a (and IR25a) may associate with unknown ligands
important for trafficking, we favor instead a model in which the
conformation of coreceptor LBDs contributes to a scaffold for
correct assembly of an IR complex to ensure only functional
heteromers reach sensory cilia.
In contrast to IR8a and IR25a, evolution of odor-specific IRs,
such as IR84a and IR75a, was accompanied by a significant(±SEM; n = 12–28 sensilla;%4 sensilla/animal, male flies). For responses to 0.1%
different (ANOVA p < 0.0001).
(D)Comparison of concentration-responses for phenylethyl amine inOR22a neuro
sensilla (blue). Responses in OR22a neurons were corrected for background endo
ac4 were measured in an IR8a1 mutant background to facilitate quantification ofreduction in the structural complexity, as these proteins lack
an ATD and bear only short, and apparently dispensable, cyto-
solic C termini. Divergent LBDs and pore filters in these proteins
appear to confer specificity of odor recognition and ion conduc-
tion properties of IR-receptor complexes, respectively. Traces of
ancestral glutamate-binding mechanisms are detectable,
however, as we show that a glutamate-conjugating arginine is
conserved and essential in IR84a for recognition of its odor
ligand, phenylacetaldehyde. Odor-specific IR sequences may
provide a valuable source of natural (and functional) ‘‘site-
directed mutants’’ to understand how the ion conduction and
other properties of these ligand-gated ion channels are specified
at the molecular level.
Our reconstitution of olfactory responses using a combination
of three distinct IRs (IR25a, IR76a, and IR76b) highlights a further
level of sophistication in how these proteins assemble into func-
tional odor-sensing complexes. While IR76a is very likely to
define ligand-specificity, the precise contributions of IR25a
and a second putative coreceptor, IR76b, have not yet been
resolved. It is possible that IR76b, which is more closely related
to odor-specific IRs than to IR25a or IR8a, recognizes an
unknown chemical ligand, whose copresence with phenylethyl
amine in an odor blend could lead to synergistic or diminished
neuronal responsiveness. Further variations in IR complexes
are apparent. For example, IR25a is likely to have IR76b-inde-
pendent roles as a coreceptor for sacculus and aristal odor-
specific IRs, as the latter receptor is not expressed in these
structures (Benton et al., 2009).Moreover, the ammonia receptor
in ac1 is independent of both IR8a and IR25a. Thus, while OR-
expressing neurons in vertebrates and insects encode odor
stimuli through the activity of singularly expressed odor-specific
receptors (Touhara and Vosshall, 2009), the IRs appear to func-
tion in ‘‘combinatorial codes’’ within individual OSNs. Thesemay
define unique ligand sensitivities and signaling dynamics akin to
the heteromer-specific properties of iGluRs in synaptic localiza-
tion and signaling (Coussen, 2009; Greger et al., 2007; Kohr,
2006). In contrast to iGluRs (Walker et al., 2006), however, IRs
do not appear to depend upon additional accessory proteins,
such as TARPs (Tomita, 2010), for cell surface expression or
function.
IRs as a Model to Understand Olfactory Receptor
Function and Evolution
Olfactory receptor repertoires have long attracted the attention
of molecular, structural, and evolutionary biologists interested
in the outstanding problems of odor recognition specificity and
functional adaptability of these rapidly evolving proteins (Kaupp,
2010; Nei et al., 2008). While ever-expanding numbers of OR
genes are being identified in genome sequences (Nei et al.,
2008), progress in our understanding of the functional properties
of the corresponding proteins has been relatively slow. Verte-
brate ORs are notoriously difficult to express in experimentallyand 1% phenylethyl amine, bars labeled with different letters are significantly
ns ectopically expressing IR25a+IR76a+IR76b (red) to those in endogenous ac4
genous neural responses (black bars in [C]). Responses to phenylethyl amine in
odor-evoked spikes in the absence of IR84a neuron activity (Figure 2B).
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2003; Mombaerts, 2004), although recent identification in
mammals of accessory factors that enhance their expression
and/or function have begun facilitating the matching of odors
to receptors (Saito et al., 2004, 2009;; Von Dannecker et al.,
2006; Yoshikawa and Touhara, 2009). More challengingly, their
seven transmembrane domain organization has eluded crystalli-
zation, obliging experimental probing of the odor-binding site to
be guided by bioinformatic and modeling approaches (Katada
et al., 2005; Schmiedeberg et al., 2007).
In insects, in vivo analyses of ORs have assigned ligands to a
large fraction of this repertoire (Hallem and Carlson, 2006).
Similar to IRs, odor-specific ORs function with a common core-
ceptor OR83b, which has an essential role in cilia targeting
in vivo (Benton et al., 2006; Larsson et al., 2004; Neuhaus
et al., 2005). Detailed understanding of insect ORs has, however,
been hampered by the lack of homology of these polytopic
membrane proteins to known receptors (Benton et al., 2006).
Although initially assumed to be GPCRs (Hill et al., 2002), more
recent analyses suggest these receptors function at least in
part as odor-gated ion channels (Sato et al., 2008; Smart et al.,
2008; Wicher et al., 2008).
In the face of these challenges, we propose that our compre-
hensive functional analysis of the IRs now establishes these
proteins as an attractive model olfactory receptor repertoire to
determine how diverse molecular recognition and signaling pro-
perties have evolved and contribute to odor perception in vivo.
The clear modular organization of the IRs offers the possibility
to selectively manipulate the localization, ligand recognition,
and signaling properties of these receptors. Perhaps most
significantly, the amenability of the iGluR LBD to crystallographic
analysis (Armstrong and Gouaux, 2000; Armstrong et al., 1998;
Nanao et al., 2005) suggests that atomic-resolution visualization
of odor/IR interactions will also be feasible, which would provide
important insights into how olfactory receptors achieve their
diverse ligand specificity.
IRs as Genetically Encoded Chemical Sensors
Finally, our definition of the molecular constituents of functional
IR complexes in heterologous cells lays the foundation for the
use of these receptors as unique types of genetically encoded
chemical sensors. Although the LBDs of iGluRs are well
described and their potential as targets for directed modifica-
tions already demonstrated through the generation of a light-
activated iGluR (Szobota et al., 2007; Volgraf et al., 2006), this
class of ion channel has been surprisingly underexploited as
a tool to couple recognition of different types of chemicals
with cellular physiological responses. The existence of many
hundreds of divergent IRs of presumed distinct specificity
reveals a natural exploitation of this ligand-gated ion channel
for chemical sensing (Croset et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010). The
molecular properties of IRs uncovered here provide a basis
for their rational modification to generate custom-designed
chemoreceptors of desired specificity. Such sensors could offer
invaluable tools as genetically encoded neuronal activators or
inhibitors as well as have broad practical applications, for
example, in environmental pollutant detection or clinical
diagnosis.58 Neuron 69, 44–60, January 13, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Drosophila Genetics
Standard methods were used for Drosophila genetics, as described together
with a list of strains used, in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Molecular Biology
Standard methods were used in construction of all plasmids; details are
provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Histology
Standard methods were employed for immunofluorescence as described,
together with all antibodies used, in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
Electrophysiology
Drosophila Sensory Neurons
Extracellular recordings in single sensilla of 2- to 14-day-old flies were per-
formed and quantified essentially as described (Benton et al., 2007, 2009);
details are provided, together with odor sources, in the Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures.
Xenopus Oocytes
Oocyte preparation and injection was carried out essentially as described
(Vukicevic et al., 2006); details are provided in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures. Solutions containing agonists were applied once every minute for
10 s; between applications, the recording chamber was perfused with stan-
dard bath solution (110 mM NaCl, 2 mM BaCl2, 10 mM HEPES-NaOH,
pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH) without agonist. For current/voltage (IV) curves
in the presence of different ions, NaCl was replaced by 110 mM KCl or 40 mM
CaCl2 and the osmolarity was adjusted with sucrose. The Na
+ and K+ solutions
contained 2mMBa2+ as divalent cation. Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software) was
used to fit the inhibition curves to the Hill equation: I = I0/[1+([inh]/IC50)
nH],
where I0 is the current in the absence of inhibitor (inh), IC50 is the inhibitor
concentration that induces 50% inhibition, and nH is the Hill coefficient. For
IV curve measurements in high extracellular Ca2+, we injected 50 nl of
40 mM BAPTA 1-2 hr prior to the electrophysiological measurements to test
the contribution of the Ca2+ currents by endogenous Ca2+-dependent chloride
currents. Phenylacetaldehyde and propionic acid were prepared as 1 M stock
solutions in DMSO and diluted in bath solution to the desired final concentra-
tion. Philanthotoxin 433 tris(trifluoroacetate) (Sigma) was diluted to 1 mM in
standard bath solution containing 0.3% BSA; (+)-MK-801 (Sigma) was diluted
to 100 mM in water; memantine (Sigma) was diluted to 10 mM in water;
amiloride (Sigma), TEA (Merck), and ruthenium red (Applichem) were
directly added to bath solution. Statistical analyses are described in the figure
legends.
Single Molecule Imaging
Imaging of individual IR protein complexes in Xenopus oocyte membranes by
total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy was performed essentially as
described (Sonnleitner et al., 2002; Ulbrich and Isacoff, 2007); details are
provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Red (mCherry) and
green (EGFP) spots were considered to be colocalized when their center
positions were closer than 3 pixels (150 nm). However, most colocalization
events reflect much shorter separation (Figure S3B). The expectation value
for colocalization of red and green spots from random spot distributions was
calculated by the formula: f = a*dg*dr/(dg+dr), where a = p*r
2 is the area of
the disk around a spot with r = 150 nm, dg and dr are the green and red spot
densities, respectively, and f is the resulting fraction of overlapping spots.
For spot densities as observed in the EGFP:IR84a+mCherry:IR25a coexpres-
sion experiment, the resulting expectation values for red/green colocalization
was 1.4%–6.9% (mean 3.6% ± 0.7%).
To analyze the influence of coexpression of the partner subunit on plasma
membrane expression density (Figure S3A), we injected a total volume of
50 nl per cell, with 0.1 mg/ml cRNA for the EGFP-tagged subunit and, where
included, 0.25 mg/ml cRNA for the mCherry-tagged subunit. For each condi-
tion, we counted surface-localized spots of EGFP in two randomly selected
13 3 13 mm plasma membrane areas in each of eight different cells.
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Functional Architecture of Olfactory iGluRsTo deduce the fraction, f, of dimers from the average integrated intensity, x,
we assumed that a fraction, p = 0.8, of the EGFP tags were fluorescent
(Ulbrich and Isacoff, 2007). The relation between x, f, and p is:
x= ðð1 fÞp+ fðpp2+ 2pð1 pÞÞ=ðð1 fÞp+ fðpp+ 2pð1 pÞÞ;
where the numerator is the total fluorescence from all complexes and the
denominator the fraction that is fluorescent. Not all complexes are fluorescent,
because somemonomers have a nonfluorescent EGFP and some dimers have
two nonfluorescent EGFPs. Solving for f results in:
f = ðx  1Þ=ð1 x +pxÞ;
which yields f = 0.70 for x = 1.49 and f = 0.83 for x = 1.57.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes six figures and Supplemental Experimental
Procedures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.neuron.
2010.11.042.
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